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SUMMARY 
Among polynomials in several variables of given form, the Laguerre and Hermite polynomials 
are recovered. This is obtained by requiring that the polynomials in several variables satisfy known 
properties characterizing the classical polynomials. 
Analogous characterizations of the Meixner polynomials are likewise determined. These are 
based on the characteristic properties of the Meixner polynomials recently established. 
All new properties generalize the previous ones. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Consider the well-known properties of the Laguerre and Hermite poly- 
nomials: 
PROPERTY 1. Among the one-variable polynomials the Laguerre polynomials 
Lo’ are the only orthogonal polynomials that satisfy a multiplication 
formula of the form: 
(1) 
with Ad unknown constants ([2]). 
PROPERTY 2. The only one-variable polynomials that are both Appell and 
orthogonal are the Hermite polynomials (see for instance [a]; we recall that 
(am} is Appell if and only ifp;(x)=np,-r(x), n=O, l,... [5]). 
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The purpose of this note is to show that these properties, and analogous 
properties of the Meixner polynomials, ([7] p. 34), can be extended to certain 
classes of polynomials in n variables. More precisely we will prove the following 
results, (for n = 2 see [3]), 
THEOREM 1. Among the n-variable polynomials of the form 
the Laguerre polynomials are the only ones satisfying (1) with respect to 
x1, x2, . . . ,x, for any given x1, x2, . . . , x, and orthogonal in xi, i E { 1,2, . . . , n}. 
THEOREM 2. Among the n-variable polynomials PN(x1,x2, . . ..x.,) of the form 
(2) the only orthogonal polynomials with respect to xi, ie { 1,2, . . . ,N} which 
also form an Appell set with respect to x1,x2, . . . ,x,, for all x1, x2, . . . ,x,, are the 
Hermite polynomials. 
Recently, [3] theorem 1, it has been proved that among the polynomials of 
two variables PN(xI, x2) (n = 2 in (2)) the Meixner polynomials are the only ones 
that enjoy the following properties: 
a). &(x1,x2) satisfy (1) in x1 for all x2, 
4. PN(xI,x2) are orthogonal in x2 for all x1. 
An identical result, theorem 2 of [3], holds if a) is replaced by a’). &,(x1,x2) 
form an Appell set with respect to xl for all x2. 
Actually we can prove the following 
THEOREM 3. Among the n-variable polynomials of the form (2) with n > 1, the 
Meixner polynomials are uniquely characterized by 
A). ev(XI,X2, -**, x,,) satisfy (1) with respect to X1, ..., Xi- r,Xi+ 1, ..., Xn for all 
Xl, **a, Xi-l94+19~**, xll- 
B). M-%x2, ***, x,) are orthogonal with respect to Xi for all x1, . . . ,xi- 1, 
Xi+13 ..*sXft. 
The same result holds if instead of A) it is required 
A?. cv(Xl,X2, *a*, x,) form an Appell set with respect to ~1, . . . ,Xi- r,Xi+ 1, . ..,x,, 
for allxr ,..., Xi-l,Xi+lr . . . . X,. 
The proofs of the theorems 1, 2, 3 are sketched in the next section. Here we 
remark that the results of theorems 1, 2, 3 generalize those given in [2], [a], [3], 
respectively. 
ForinstanceifweassumeX~=X~=...=Xi-~=Xi+1=...=X,=const.in(2)we 
see that &(x1, x2, . . . , x,,) reduces to a polynomial of degree N with respect to Xi 
and we recover, by theorem 1, Feldheim’s result. 
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An analogous remark applies to theorem 2. Finally, it is immediate to verify 
that if we put x1 =x2= . . . =xjP1 =xj+r = . . . =x, = const. in (2) and if j + i then 
theorem 3 generalizes the result of [3]. 
2. PROOF 
Before proving any theorems we introduce suitable notations for certain 
polynomials related to PN(xI, x2, . . . , x,) given by (2). This can be written: 
(3) 
ev(Xl,X2, -mm, X")' i X:IPN,kl(X2,X3,...,X,)= 
k,=O 
= k~oxa%,k2Cxl,x3,...,xn~=...= i x,k.p,,n(x,,x2,...,x,-l). 
2 k,=O 
Thus PNki=PNki(x ,,..., x~-~,x~+~ ,..., x,,) are polynomials in (n - 1)-variables, 
Xl, a**, xi-1,xi+1, **a, x,, of degree N (with respect to each variable). In turn PNki 
can be given explicitly as sum of (n - l)-polynomials in (n-2)-variables of 
degree ZV. For instance: 
N 
pNkl@2,x3,..., &)= c ~t"pNk,ki@2,x3, . . ..xi-1.xi+l,...,x,), if1 
ki=O 
N 
pNk2@I,x3,..., Xn)' c xt'ipNklki(xI, ***sxi-l,xi+l, ***,xn)s if2 
ki=O 
and so on. More generally we have 
r PNkiki+l...k,@I,X2s mae,xi)’ 
(4) 
**a ,I, PNk,kz...ki(Xi+1,%+2, ..*,Xn)Xf1X2k2 *** Xkn 
k,=O k,=O , 
If we conventionally put 
PNk,k,...k, =PNk,k2...k,, 
then equation (2) is recovered by assuming i = n into (4). 
All results of this paper are based on the following 
LEMMA. If PN”P,@,,x2, . . . , x,,) given by (2) satisfy the multiplication 
formula (1) with respect to xi for any I, x1,x2, . . . ,xi- i,Xi+ i, . . . . x,, then PN take 
the form 
(5) pN(xI,xZ, .-., &)=Q(xI,x~, . . ..xn)/cN 
with 
(6) Qhx2, . . ..X")' *.* ,E, ~k,k,...k,x:‘xzkz *.. & 
k,=O k2=0 n 
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and 
Here cN#O is a Constant and pNk,k2,,,k, are the coefficients of P,y (see (2)). 
Moreover if Qki’Qki(X, ,..., x;-,,xi+i ,...) x,,) denotes polynomials of degree ki, 
ki=O, 132, .+., N, with respect to x1,x2, . . . . xi- t,xi+t, . . . . x,, then the polynomial 
Q(xi,x2, . . . . x,) can be represented by 
(7) Qhxz,..., Xn)' g X~iQki(XI,...,Xi-I,Xi+LI...,X,)/(N-ki)! 
ki=O 
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. For any given A, x1, . . . . Xi- l,Xi+ t, . . . ,x, it is required 
that the polynomial PN(xI, . . . , Xi/A, . ..,x,J satisfies 
(8) lNPN(xl 9 se s 9 xi/A , . . ..X.) = t AN,N-J(~ - l)jPN-j&l, sse,xi, . . ..X.) 
j=O 
where A,,- j are unknown constants. 




~N-ki&!iPN,ki(X1, emm,xj-l,xj+l, aea x~)= 
(9) = kg, PN,X,(xl,...,xj-l,xj+l,...,x~~~i~~~ (Nlk,)(A-1)‘~ 
= i (A- 1)’ Nij (“yki)-$iPNki(xt, ..*,xj-i,xj+t, ...,xn) 
j=O ki=O 
If we equate the coefficients of (A - l)i of (8), (9) we get 
By comparing this with 
PiV-j(XlvX2, *em, Xn)’ Nij w$'PN-j,ki(xl, . . ..Xi-l.Xi+l, es-,X,) 
ki=O 
(with respect to Xi) it follows 
(10) 
(N-ki)!PN,ki(xl, -*-,xi-l,xi+l, ***sxn) 
Ax"(N-m)!=(m-ki)!P,4(X~,...,Xi-l,Xi+l,...,X~) 
with 
ki=O, 1,2, . . . . m; m=0,1,2 ,..., N, N=0,1,2 ,... 
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These equations, which are to be satisfied for any given x1,x2, .a. ,Xi-, , 
Xi+l,***, x,, imply 
(11) W-k;)!P~k~(xl, -**,Xi-lsX;+lr *-*,xn)=C~Qk~(Xl, -**sXi-l,Xi+ls ***sXn) 
with Qki~Q~i(~,,...,Xi-l,~i+l, . . . . x,,) polynomial of degree ki in xl, x2, . . . ,xj- I, 
Xi+19 aa.9 x,. This proves (5), (6). 
Also, by substituting (11) into (3), and by using (5), we get immediately 
equation (7); this completes the proof of the lemma. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. If &/(X1,X2, . . . . x,) given by (2) satisfies (1) in xl, the 
lemma shows that this polynomial has the form (5) with Q(xi, x2, . . . ,x,) given by 
Q(x1,x21***, x,1= ; ~lQklh . . ..x.NW-k,)! 
k,=O 






Qhx2, . . ..x.J= C c &Qklk2(x3, ---,xn) =
k,=O (N-kl)! k2=0 
In the same way, if it is required that PN satisfies (1) with respect to x2, for all 
x1,x3, . . . ,x,, , then 
I 
N 4 
Q(x,,xz, . . ..x.)= C x2 
k2=0 (N-k2)! 
Qk2(XlJ3, . . ..X.,) = 
(13) 
= XklQktk, (X3, . . .,X,,). 
The comparaison of (12) with (13) gives 
Qk,k,(x3, -.-s x,)=0 if k2#kl 
for all x3, . . . , x, and QN reduces to 
N Qi,&x2, . . ..x.d= C (X1X2)k’ Qklk2(Xj,Xq, . . . . X,). 
k,=O (N-/Cl)! 
The same argument applied inductively to the remaining variables x3, x4, . . . , x,, 
shows that 
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for some i, j= 1,2, . . . . n, i#j. Thus 
(14) Q(x,, . . . . x2, . . . . x,)= $x;;;;)’ dk 
where 
(15) dk = qk,k2...k, if k=kl=k2=...=kn. 
Now, if Q(x,,xZ, . . . . x,) given by (14) is to be orthogonal in xi then the same 
problem solved by Feldheim in [2] is recovered and theorem 1 immediately 
follows. (This procedure is wellknown in orthogonal-polynomials theory; it 
consists of imposing the polynomial Q to satisfy the three-term recurrence 
relation and to identify the coefficients of xi of the same degree. As an example 
of such a procedure, quite similar to the Feldheim’s proof, see proof of 
theorem 2). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We begin by recalling a theorem stated by Carlitz in 
[l]: “A sequence of polynomials {g,(x)} is an Appell set if and only if the 
sequence {h,(x) =x”g,,(x- ‘)} possesses a multiplication formula of the 
form (1)“. 
Now, if PN(xi,xZ, . . . . x,) given by (2) is to be Appell in x1,x2, . . ..x. for all 
xl, x2, . . . ,x, then Carlitz’s theorem implies that 
GN(xI,x2 ,..., x,,)=(x,x2...xn)NPN(x;‘,x~’ ,..., x,9 
satisfies the multiplication formula (1) with respect to x1,x2, . . . ,x,, for all 
x1,x2, . . ..x.,. Thus, the same argument used in the proof of theorem 1 shows 
that if GN(xi, x2, . . . , x,) satisfies the multiplication formula (1) in xi, x2, . . . ,x, for 
any given x1, x2, . . . , x,, then, apart from an overall multiplicative factor, GN 
becomes 
GNhx2, . ..A.)= C 
N (X,X2~*~X,)k dk 
k=o (N-k)! 
where: dk=f$,rk,k 2.,'/&,rfOr k=k, =k2= . ..=k. (See (5), (15)). 
Hence 
N 
(16) Pfq=P,(x,,x2 ,..., X,)’ c 
(XIX2 . . .x,p-k dk 
’ k=o (N-k)! 
It is wellknown (see for instance [4]) that the requirement that Pnr is ortho- 
gonal with respect to Xi implies that PN satisfies the recurrence relation 
XiPN=rNpN+l +S,P,+ tNPN-1 N=O, 1929 ... 
where 
fN = t-&I 9 ---,xi-l,xi+l, -**,xn), sNssN(xl, ..*,xi-1,xj+l, .*.,xn), 
tN = t&, 9 **.tXi-l,Xi+l9 .*.,Xn) 
are unknown polynomials in ~1, ~2, s. m *Xi- l,Xi+ 1, . . . , x,, . 
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By equating the coefficients of xi of the same degree and by using (16) we 
obtain 
(x,x2...x”)PN=(N+ l)P,+1 +aP,+/YPN-, 
with 
a= -dl/do, p= (df -2dod2)/di 
whence 
N PNhX2, . . ..xd= &,T[(x&. .&)/a + b] 
where 
a=(2jI)*‘2, b= -a/a. 
In such a way, except for linear changes of variables, the Hermite poly- 
nomials are recovered and theorem 2 is proved. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Consider firstly hypothesis A) and B). Let PNE 
+&,X2, . . . . x,) polynomial of n variables of the form (2); it is required that 
PN satisfies the summation formula (1) with respect to xl, x2, . . . , xi-, , xi+ 1, . . . ,x, 
for any givenxl,x2 ,..., x~-~,X~+~, . . . . x,. 
By using lemma and arguments similar to those considered in the proof of 
theorem 1 it is easily seen that the resulting polynomials, up to an irrelevant 
multiplicative factor, take the form 
(17) ~N(~l,~2,..*,~,)= c 
with ok(xi) polynomials of degree k in xi. 
The requirement that &given by (17) is orthogonal in xi for all (x1x2, . . . ,xi- 1, 
Xi+19 **-9 x,) leads to a problem similar to that solved in the proof of theorem 2 
(or in [3]); that is, it is imposed that &(x1,x2, . . ..x.) satisfy the three-term 
recurrence relation with respect to xi for any x1,x2, . . . ,xi- l,xi+ 1, . . . ,x,. 
It is readily verified that the polynomials PN defined by (17) are orthogonal in 
xi if and only if they belong to the class of the Meixner polynomials. 
The proof of theorem 3 with hypothesis A ‘) instead of A) uses arguments of 
theorem 2 and procedure analogous to the above one; we omit it. 
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